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UNTITLED
Kayleen Kelly
This piece was a project for my two-
dimensional design class, ART 003, I took 
in the Spring of 2016. It was created using 
blending modes on Photoshop. The 
purpose of the project was to design a 
playing card based off of a specific artist. 
DIGITAL
fundamental differences between traditional forms of 
Buddhism, and has actively marginalized alternative forms 
of modern Buddhism.”20 Chapman believes that Buddhist 
Geeks not only changes how Buddhism is practiced, but 
also changes the core essence altogether. Horn, who 
believes that a “democratized Buddhism” will ultimately 
lead to enlightenment and human mental-evolution, 
disagrees that Buddhist Geeks is causing harm, and is 
instead providing access to the Dharma in a way that 
makes it attractive to ordinary people in a way they can 
incorporate into their daily lives.21 In Horn’s mind, Buddhist 
Geeks’ method of delivery and traditional practice are 
two paths to a common goal, much like Mahayana and 
Theravada forms of Buddhism. The question of whether 
Buddhist Geeks’ hacking of the Dharma is positive 
or negative has yet to be determined from a factual 
standpoint, but the strong opposition by many Buddhists 
emphasizes that online practice can do just as much harm 
as it can help. 
V. REFLECTION AND CONCLUSION
In a monastic or traditional Buddhist community there 
is consistent and constant exposure to proper practice, 
which is guided by masterful elders. When using the 
internet, one may access some of the same information 
without a guide, and may only be exposed to certain 
aspects. While this may feel personally beneficial, 
ultimately traditional Buddhists believe that it causes the 
practitioner to learn a fractured, marginalized form of 
their religion. Nonetheless, the internet is also being used 
as a very effective means of practicing, and has reunited 
estranged exiles with old traditions such as being guided 
by a master, albeit over the computer. Perhaps then the 
argument is not whether to use the internet for practice 
or not, but to discern how to properly use the internet. 
All things considered, the internet is a new phenomenon 
that as a race we are only beginning to understand, but 
as it becomes more incorporated into our daily lives, 
it will become inherent that Tibetan and other forms 
of Buddhism figure out how to use the power of mass 
communication to both preserve traditional methods 
of practice and communities, and to shape the next 
generation of Buddhists in contemporary ways.
An example of this is Buddhist Geeks, a website and  
online group that has emerged as a prominent location  
for discussions of North American Buddhism practice. 
Buddhist Geeks began as a podcast by Vincent Horn 
and Ryan Oelke in 2006 as a way for them to “combine 
their geeky skills together with their passion for Buddhist 
practice”, and has amassed a large following since its 
creation with a recorded 100,000 downloads of podcasts 
per month in 2010.17 The major critique of Buddhist Geeks 
is that Horn describes its offerings as “Do It Yourself” (DIY) 
Buddhism, promoting their followers to choose the pieces 
of the religion that work for them and disregard the parts 
that do not. Rohan Guntillake, a Buddhist geek and another 
controversial Buddhist-technologist for his invention of the 
Buddhify mobile application describes the community as a 
“hacker of the Dharma,” a phrase that raises a large red flag 
in many minds.18 It comes as no surprise that the people 
who seek to keep their Buddhism as authentic as possible 
worry about the influence of DIY Buddhism and Buddhist 
Geeks. David Chapman, author of several Buddhist books 
and active blogger is critical of how Buddhist Geeks alters 
the lessons of Buddhism to focus on happiness rather 
than knowledge.19 Chapman feels that what forms from 
DIY Buddhism is “consensus Buddhism,” which he says 
“promotes a therapeutic ethos,” while something nice, is 
not a traditional Buddhist goal. He explains that “the main 
problem with consensus Buddhism is that it has eradiated 
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